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Dear Contestants,
Welcome to the SAMSUNG BOSPHORUS CROSS-CONTINENTAL SWIMMING RACE
organized by the Turkish Olympic Committee since 30 Years.
Accreditation and Information Desks for the athletes will be open on the days and hours
listed below:
DATE

HOUR

PLACE

20 July 2017 Friday
21 July 2017 Saturday
22 July 2017 Sunday

10.00-17.30
10.00-17.30
07.00-08.30

Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park
Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park
Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park

You will receive your personal Athlete Kits witholding:
• Your personalized swim cap (bonnet) which must be worn during the race
• Your personalized electronic athlete anklet
• Your athlete badge which must be worn at all times except during the race
• Your souvenir t-shirt
• A pair of slippers for you to wear in the race area and an Event Bag containing various
small gifts for you
We would like to kindly remind you that your Event Bag and its contents belong to you,
they will not be replaced in case of losing it and the swimmers who have lost their
swim cap and/or the electronic anklet will not be able to participate at the race.
Course introductory trips will be carried out by boat with English, and Russian translation
between Kuruçeşme and Kanlıca 12:00-17:00 on 20th Friday and 10:00 - 17:00 on 21st
Saturday for the athletes who received their badges. The experienced and first time
participants will come together and find the opportunity to see the course and exchange
their experiences.

Summary of The Race Programme, 22nd of July 2018, Sunday
Start

Kanlıca Ferry Port (swimmers will be transported from Cemil Topuzlu
Parkı by boat)
Finish
Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park
08:00 – 08:50 Boarding the Boat
08:50
Departure from Cemil Topuzlu Parki by Boat
10.00
The Start of the Race from Kanlıca Ferry Port
11.30
Swimming Race Awards Ceremony
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Athletes’ Zone
Swimmers who receive their Event Bags and all other items needed for the race from the
registration desk will put on their personal badges and enter the
Athletes Zone. At the entrance of the Zone, you will find a tent in
which water and sports drinks will be supplied, a warm-up area,
dressing rooms, shower cabins and a cloak room for athletes.
CH

IP

Following their entrance to the Zone, the athletes should quickly
meet their needs, put on their electronic anklets, warm-up and
complete all their preparations to go to Kanlıca where the race will
start. Athletes who have completed their preparations will mark
their bags with the luggage tags, hand them to the cloak room and
board the athlete boat.
Important Reminder: Badges, swim caps and electronic
anklets are non-reproducible and personalized items for each
participating athlete and are essential to participate at the
race. If lost, they cannot be replaced and the owner would be
disqualified from the Race.

CHIP

Departure for Kanlıca, where the Race will start, will be by boat from the
beach side of the Athletes Zone in Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park on 22rd of July. Boarding will
start at 8:00 am and finish at 8:50 am. The boarding sequence will be as follows:
1. First, swimmers with “lilac colored” swim caps shall board
2. After then, swimmers with “orange colored” swim caps will board the boat.
The athlete boats will depart at 8.50. Late and non-boarder swimmers will be disqualified
from the Race.

To the Attention of Athletes!
Wearing below mentioned accessories and ornaments which may cause physical injuries
during start and race are strictly forbidden:
- Watch and other similar devices.
- Neckless, earrings, wristbands and other similar accessories.

Activity Areas
Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park is planned and divided into sections to meet the needs of
swimmers, their acquaintances and the audience. The sectors/areas divided by barriers and
signaged are: Athlete Zone, allocated only for the swimmers, A and B Group Activity areas
for the media, medical team, award ceremony, officials and the audience. These zones are
separated with barriers and signaged throughout the event area to ease all accesses.
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The Start of The Race - Kanlıca
The start of the Race will be given on the DUMMY BARGE connected to the Athletes Boat
alongside the Kanlıca Ferry Port in a manner explained below.
First, the Athletes Boat will come alongside the Kanlıca Ferry Port for the start position,
during which the doors of the boat will be closed.
Next, the DUMMY BARGE on which there are detection mats (2 lines) reading the electronic
chips in the anklets will be boarded to the boat.
Following the completion of the process, at 10:00 am, first the swimmers with lilac colored
swimming caps will cross the detection mats and jump the water with the command
(starting pistol or horn blowing) of the “Commodore”, followed by the group of swimmers
with the orange colored caps.
The timing will start at the moment the swimmers pass over the detection mat and finish
when they pass over the detection mats at the arrival. Therefore, jumping early or late into
the water will not create any advantage or disadvantage to the contestant. For this reason,
we kindly request the contestants not to hurry up to jump into the water
and avoid any action that will put others at risk. The contestants acting ungentlemanly
towards others during start will be disqualified from the race by the referees.
*Since the race will start for you when the chips on your anklet interact with the
magnetic detection mats, the contestants should absolutely not get close to the
detection mats before the “Start”.

Race Course
The race will be conducted under the supervision of the Commodore on a course of
approximately 6,5 km between Kanlıca and Kuruçeşme with a water temperature of 20-24
degrees C.
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The specific points on the route of the swimming course are as follows:
Asian Side: Kanlica Cove, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge, Küçüksu Cove, Kandilli Cape, Vaniköy,
Kuleli Askeri Lisesi, Çengelköy.
European Side: Balta Limanı Cove, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge, Rumeli Hisar Lighthouse,
Bebek Cove, Arnavutköy Port, Galatasaray Island, Kuruçeşme Lighthouse.
The oligohaline waters coming from Black Sea form a surface current towards the Marmara
Sea. The speed of this current varies depending on the seasons, air and wind conditions and
the geographical structure of the Bosporus Shores.
This current which generally supports the swimmers changes its direction in some areas and
comes from the reverse direction. Anadoluhisari, Küçüksu, Bebek and Arnavutköy Coves are
the places in which the reverse currents are widely seen. It is suggested that the contestants
be careful about this variable current conditions, swim by using the midline of the Bosporus
and change their direction towards the finish point after passing the Galatasaray Island.
During the race, the swimmers should make effort to swim continuously so as not to lose
time and get cold and not take hold their head out of the very often. The swimmers should
check their routes as well as the escort boat while swimming.
You can stop the coldness felt during the race by adjusting your swimming tempo and
terminate the cramps might be felt with gentle and light tempo movements.
Security, the most important element of the Race, will be provided by the inflatable boats and
special jet-skis. These boats which will escort the swimmers along the course will have all
kinds of equipment and personnel to intervene against any kind of negativities the swimmers
may experience. The contestants should ask for help by raising their hands or removing their
swimming caps from their heads and waving them, without losing time in the event that they
feel difficulty in breathing, fatigue and unpreventable cold and shivering and unbearable cramp
ache. They should wait without panic until the nearest boat reaches. It should not be forgotten
that the actions made in panic may put both the swimmer him/herself and the swimmers
around at risk.
The race can be completed within 60 minutes on average with correct streaming and a
comfortable swimming pace.
The swimmers drifted towards the Marmara Sea by missing the finishing dummy barge
due to wrong use of current will be taken from the water by the officials, regardless of their
consent, at the collection line which will be set under the Bosporus Bridge.
The swimming race will be over at 12:00 hrs noon. The swimmers who will not be able to
finish the race by that time will be taken from the water wherever they may be with the
command and approval of the Commodore and taken to Cemil Topuzlu Park by boats.
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The swimmers who will not obey the quit water directives of the officials will be disqualified
from the Race.
Swimmers who act against the rules and guidelines before and/or during the Race
will first be warned by the NOC Bosphorus Commission members. Swimmers who do
not comply with the warnings will be disqualified from the competition and will also be
prevented from participating in the next year’s competition.

Finish Point – Kurucesme
The finish point is marked with coloured over water and high air balloons. The contestants
will make use of these marks while identifying their directions. The finish point consists
of surface water barges covered with detection mat and ladders. The swimmers will set
foot on the barge by climbing up the ladders and the completion time will be determined
when the chips in their anklets interact with the detection mat. The swimmers who has
not stepped on the detection mats will be deemed not finished the Race.
The swimmers who have completed the race will leave their electronic anklets in the
“Chip Collection Baskets” placed at the finish point, and then go to the Athlete Zone to rest
and shower, meet their needs and follow the results on the led screens.
on the led screen. The swimmers should leave “Arrival/Finish” area as soon as possible
and go to the Athlete Zone. Swimmers will be given towels in the Finish
area and water while entering to the Athletes’ Zone. Swimmers will be able to get energy
food and sports drinks in the Athletes Zone. The ranking contestants who will receive
awards need to go to the tent which will be set in the Finish area, introduce themselves
and get in touch with the officials.
The loss of the chip is under the responsibility of the swimmer and the swimmers
who walk over the finish detection mat without the chip will be regarded as DNFs
and they will not receive any certificate or award.
As of the completion of the races, the certificates of participation prepared in your name
and including your time in the race, will be distributed from the certificate desk in the
Athletes’ Zone. Please do not forget to take your certificate of participation
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before leaving the race area. Your certificate will not be sent to your address and
the swimmers who will not be able to finish the race will not be given a certificate.

Award Ceremonies

The Award Ceremonies will be held in 3 groups after the races from 11:30 a.m. onwards at
the arrival area in Kuruçeşme Cemil Topuzlu Park:
1) Women
a) Overall ranking – Medal and Cup
b) Age Groups – Medal
2) Men
a) Overall ranking – Medal and Cup
b) Age Groups – Medal
3) Disabled Swimmers Overall Ranking – Medal and Cup
Men and Women Age Group Codes
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

14-18

19-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65-69

70+

Getting Ready for The Races
Some advices from the Turkish Olympic Committee!
A strong breakfast with honey, jam etc. (without exaggeration) 2 hours before the start will
be sufficient for the athletes. In addition, the tea which will be drunk 15-20 minutes before
the start with powder glucose is suggested in terms of gaining liveliness because it will
contribute to the sugar ratio in the blood.
Lubrication of the body is not a must depending on the speed, body structure and fat percentage
of the swimmer. If lubrication is wished, LANOLIN or permanent creams can be applied as a thin
layer on the nape, points of the shoulder, back, the areas of kidney and belly and the armpits.
It is suggested that the palms providing the hauling of water, the inner surfaces of the arms,
legs and feet should not be greased.
Swimmers should try to swim continuously so as not to lose time and get cold; and should
not take their heads out of the water very often.
Swimmers can check their routes or the escort boat while swimming.
Swimmers can prevent the cold they may feel by adjusting the tempo of swimming.
They should not tire themselves with strong actions which may give rise to a cramp in their bodies
and muscles. The cramps they might feel can be terminated with slow and light tempo
movements.
Swimmers should ask for help without losing time by informing the escort boats if they
feel difficulty in breathing, tiredness, unpreventable situations of cold and trembling and
unbearable cramp pain.
We wish all the contestants success in SAMSUNG BOSPHORUS CROSS-CONTINENTAL
SWIMMING RACE which is carried out in a record number of applications and participation
this year.
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Sports For Health, Environment For Life
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With the support of the Beşiktaş Municipality, waste material will
be collected and sent for recycling. The obtained environmental
benefit will be shared on our official website. Please remember
that recycling 100 tons of paper & cardboard means an Olympic
swimming pool of water saved!
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FOR LIFE

We trust that the swimmers will pay particular attention to the
sea and shores cleanliness. In addition to the above, all recyclable
wastes such as glass, metal, plastic, composite, paper and
cardboard must be disposed of in the blue containers.

NT

Empty packaging of all the material (bonnets,
slippers, drinks, etc.) provided to the
participants by the Organizing Committee
must be thrown into the blue bins of the waste
management system set up in co-operation
with ÇEVKO (Environmental Protection and Packaging Waste
Recovery and Recycling Foundation). The locations of the blue bins
are indicated by the signage in the Kuruçeşme Park area. Similarly,
you will find blue containers for such wastes on the boats.

ME

All necessary precautions have been taken
in order to minimize the environmental
impact during the Race. In this context, full
compliance with the rules is expected from
the competitors.

ORTS FOR H

Waste and the Environment

Your Support is Our Future
We Thank all supporting institutions and organizations.
Main Sponsor; SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS
AFAD - Istanbul Provincial Disaster and Emergency Directorate
Bayandır Health Group
Beşiktaş Mayorship
Boğaziçi Electricity Distribution Inc. General Directorate
Cömertler Printing Industry and Trade Inc.
Coastal Safety General Directorate
Coastguard Marmara and Bosphoruses Commandership
Directorate of Cityline Inc.
Directorate of Traffic Foundation
Directorate of Turkish Maritime Organization Istanbul Port Operators
Directorate of Turkish Swimming Federation
Eskişehir Metropolitan Municipality
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality
Istanbul Security Directorate
Istanbul Security Sea Branch Office
Istanbul Youth Services and Sport Provincial Directorate
Istanbul Port Authority
Istanbul Health Directorate
Istanbul Governorship
North Commander Sea Area
Provincial Directorate of Istanbul Environment and Urban Planning
Sailors Improvement Society Directorate (DAKSAR)
Young Sailors Solidarity Assosiation (GEDDAD)
*Institution/ Company names have been listed in alphabetic order.
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Notes
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Notes
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Share The Joy

Cemil Topuzlu Park

www.facebook.com/2kita1yaris

www.twitter.com/xcontinental

www.bogazici.cc
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